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Abstract. This position paper commences with a brief overview of where the cultural DNA may lie in the enterprise of designing. It puts forward the concept that cultural DNA is not a unitary concept and needs to be treated multi-dimensionally deriving from multiple sources. The paper outlines research that supports cultural DNA research in design.

1 Introduction

The term “Cultural DNA” has come to mean any mechanism that transfers culture from one generation to the next. Culture here is taken in its broadest meaning, ranging from social implicit knowledge to explicit technical knowledge with many shades of knowledge in between. Cultural DNA implies both a means of representing culture and a mechanism that transfers culture from one generation to the next. The notion of generation here does not necessarily imply human generations, rather it is meant to signify that culture is transferable.

Designing, the process of generating proposed changes in our physical, virtual and mental worlds motivated by a set of initial requirements, is one domain where cultural DNA can be studied more formally. Designing involves the value systems of a heterogeneous set of players in its enterprise and it is those values systems that form the basis of a culture.

This position paper commences with a brief overview of where the cultural DNA may lie in the overall enterprise of designing. It proposes seven potential loci. This is followed by a brief overview of what has been studied by researchers in these areas that may point to engaging cultural DNA. The methods used to study design creativity are listed. This is followed by examples of research that captures cultural DNA. The final part outlines a number of future directions for design cultural DNA research and posits a set of research questions for each of the directions.

2 Where Can the Cultural DNA be in Design?

Where can the cultural DNA be in design? Although this is an obvious question is surprisingly difficult to answer. There are seven hypotheses that are candidate answers to this question:

• in the design;
• in the observer/user of the design;
• in the design process that produced the design;
• in the designer;
• in the interaction between the user and the design;
• in the effect the design has on the individuals and the society in which they sit; and
• in the interaction amongst all of the above
Given that are multiple hypotheses about where the design cultural DNA might be implies that cultural DNA in design is not a unitary concept and needs to be treated multi-dimensionally. In the remainder of this paper will use the term “cultural DNA” as a shorthand for “cultural DNA in design”.

2.1 Cultural DNA is in the Design
The design itself would appear to be the most obvious place to locate cultural DNA since it is the design that is most commonly experienced by a user or observer. Designs are consumed and their representations, even when not reified, are transferred and viewed. However, since this requires a consumer or an observer, it may be that it is insufficient to claim that the cultural DNA only resides in the design. However, representations can readily be transmitted from one generation to another.

2.2 Cultural DNA is in the Observer/User of the Design
If the cultural DNA does not simply lie in the design itself it may be that it is an interpretation of a design by the assessor. The assessor may be a consumer of the design or an observer. They generally do not specify the criteria they use in their assessment. This turns cultural DNA from an inherent property of the design to a property of the assessor of the design. The consequence of this is that different assessors would assess the cultural DNA of a design differently.

2.3 Cultural DNA is in the Design Process that Produced the Design
Since designing is a process it can be suggested that the cultural DNA is in the process that produces a design. This has the attraction that processes can be readily studied.

2.4 Cultural DNA is in the Designer
Most designers are recognized as having a regularity and consistency in the designs they produce. It may be that is the unique characteristics of those designers that gives them this consistency. It may be the characteristics of the designer that embody the cultural DNA.

2.5 Cultural DNA is in the Interaction between the User and the Design
It may be that cultural DNA is an affordance (in the Gibsonian sense) between the user and the design and as a consequence is the result of an interaction between the user and the design. This means that the cultural DNA is in neither the design nor the user but is a consequence of the interaction of the user with the design. That interaction could take many forms. It could be a derivation by the user of the behavior of the design. It could be an ascription by the user to the design. It could be a mixture of both of these.

2.6 Cultural DNA is in the Effect the Design has on Consumers and the Society in which Designs Sit
It may be that cultural DNA is an effect that a design has on the individuals and the society in which it sits. This implies that cultural DNA is in the changes in the values of individuals and of society.

2.7 Cultural DNA is in the Interaction of All the Above
It may be that cultural DNA lies in the interactions between users, assessors and the design within a society. The consequence of this is that cultural DNA becomes a situated, constructive act. Situated means that the social interactions of individuals depend on their view of the world at that time and this guides their interactions. Constructive means that any assessment is not simply a recall of past assessments but is generated based on the past and the current situation to meet expectations that come from the situation.
3 What About Cultural DNA in Design Has Been Researched?

All seven of these hypotheses for the location of cultural DNA in design have been examined at various levels of intensity and detail.

3.1 Studying Cultural DNA in the Designs

The study of cultural DNA in designs assumes that cultural DNA resides in the transferable representations of the designs, i.e., the representations embody the cultural DNA. All CAD systems are built on representations of objects. These representations include geometry and topology and increasingly material properties and occasionally behavioral and functional properties, that together make up the cultural DNA. Thus, we can observe design style and schools of design from the designs themselves.

An example of such an approach to generating the representation of designs can be seen in the genetic engineering of the genes of an object. Genes, in natural evolution, are the building blocks of the representation of an organism. They need to be transformed into the elements of the organism. In design they are building blocks of the representation of a design that need to be transformed into the components of a design.

Genetic engineering applied in design captures gene structures that are causally linked to structures in the design (Gero and Schnier, 1996). An example of this is given in Figure 1 where (a) is a set of four floor plans of Frank Lloyd Wright buildings and (b) shows a set of genes genetic engineered from those plans that capture the cultural DNA of those Frank Lloyd Wright floor plans. Figure 2 is an example of a genetically engineered Frank Lloyd Wright house based on transferring the cultural DNA of such houses to a new instance. Similar ideas are embodied in the induction of shape grammars from examples, where the shape transition rules capture the embodied cultural DNA in the initial representations (Stiny & Mitchell, 1978).

The representations of the genetically engineered genes in Figure 1 become the cultural DNA for these objects. While the “design” in Figure 2 is a demonstration of the use of this cultural DNA in the next generation.
Figure 1: (a) Four Frank Lloyd Wright prairie house floor plans, (b) 18 genes that represent the cultural DNA embodied in those floor plans (after Gero and Schnier, 1996).

Figure 2: A genetically engineered Frank Lloyd Wright prairie house based on the cultural DNA, in Figure 1(b), of a set of existing Frank Lloyd Wright houses (after Gero and Schnier, 1996).

3.2 Studying Cultural DNA in Observer/User of the Designs

As indicated in Section 2.2 all designs must have an observer/user to bring them into human cognition through perception. This implies that the cultural DNA is an interpretation by an observer of the design. Interpretation is a rich cognitive activity that depends on the past experience of the observer and the observer’s expectations, which are a function of the observer’s current situation (Kelly & Gero, 2014). The past experience covers both Frank Lloyd Wright floor plans and of Andrea Palladio villa plans. If we present the observer with some source data to be interpreted it depends on what the observer is expecting as to what features they see in the same source data, Figure 3.

Figure 3: The same source data on the left produces different results for different expectations. (a) Expecting a Frank Lloyd Wright floor plan, and (b) expecting a Palladio floor plan (Kelly, 2011)
3.3 Studying Cultural DNA in the Design Process that Produced the Designs

All designs are a result of a set of processes. Design processes can be learned and represented so that they can be executed later. Just as genetic engineering applied in design captures gene structures that are causally linked to structures in the design, so it can be applied in design processes to capture regulatory gene structures that are the processes that are causally linked to the structures in designs. This captures the cultural DNA of design processes in the form of the processes that generate a design style.

Take the example of a particular Chinese architectural style exemplified in Figure 5. There are multiple facets of this style that need to be captured such as “eave is above column”, “repeated eaves” and “pyramidal eave is above eave”. Then a process is needed to arrange these style elements into a uniform style.

We can use the same genetic engineering concepts as earlier to capture the design processes that produce the style. We can commence with the elements of the designs and evolve genes to capture the processes that operate on them to produce the style, Figure 6.
3.4 Studying Cultural DNA in the Designer

In order to gain access to the designer’s cognition we can use protocol analysis and produce models from the results of the analysis. Protocol studies of design cognition involve having designers verbalize as they design and converting their verbalization into semantic symbols. These symbols can then be analyzed in multiple ways to build models of the designer designing. Exemplary results are patterns of cognitive behavior while designing. A design pattern of a designer is captured in the transitions between different cognitive variables indicated by high probability of moving from one to another. The high probability implies a level of invariance, which can be considered the designer’s cultural DNA. A designer’s pattern connecting function, structure, expected behavior and behavior from structure, derived empirically, is presented in Figure 7.

![Figure 6: Examples of the evolution of genes that capture style elements (Ding & Gero, 2011).](image)

![Figure 7: A designer’s pattern that contains implicit knowledge (Yu & Gero, 2016).](image)
How implicit knowledge represented by such a pattern can be transferred from one generation to the next is currently unclear.

### 3.5 Studying Cultural DNA in the Interaction Between the User and the Design

There have been many studies of the affordances the users find in their interactions with designs (e.g., Piper & Hollan, 2009) and there is considerable research on using affordances in design (e.g., Gero & Kannengiesser, 2012; Maier & Fadel, 2009), but there is very little research on learning and representing affordances in a transferable way that is required for it to be cultural DNA. Affordance can be considered as a habituation or grounding of patterns that connect function with structure.

Research on constructive memory (Peng & Gero, 2013) is one direction that has the capacity to learn habituation, which makes it a candidate for learning and representing affordances (Peng & Gero, 2009). An example of a constructive memory system that learns through interactions with its environment is presented in Figure 8. This is a constructive memory system learning concepts that are reinforced through use resulting in habituation of the grounded concepts so that no more learning is needed to apply them.

![Figure 8: A constructive memory system](image)

**Figure 8:** A constructive memory system where an initial interaction results in a proto-concept (shown in grey). That concept is used if possible in future interactions (shown in green). If the use is successful it adds to the grounding of that concept. If no concept can be found that is useful a new concept is constructed (shown in yellow). If a concept is sufficiently grounded it becomes a habituated concept (shown in blue) and becomes a pattern that requires no reasoning only matching for it to be used (from Peng & Gero, ACS2015 presentation).

### 3.6 Studying Cultural DNA in the effect the design has on consumers and the society in which they sit

From a cognitive perspective any interaction between the design and potentially consumers results in a change in the values consumers use to assess designs. In addition to direct interaction with designs consumers interact indirectly with designs through the social media of the society in which they sit. Agent-based models of interactions including social interactions have the capacity to model and capture this behavior, Figure 9 (Gero & Thomas, 2012; Thomas & Gero, 2015).

The cultural DNA is represented in the value systems of the individuals and is based on their experience. However, it is affected by the social influences of others. In this view cultural DNA is distributed between the designers and consumers and is influenced by their social interactions.
3.7 Studying Cultural DNA in design in the interaction amongst all of the above

This last notion of cultural DNA subsumes the notions of cultural DNA being in the representation, of the cultural DNA in the process, of cultural DNA being in the assessor, of cultural DNA being in the designer, of cultural DNA being in the interaction between the user and the design and of cultural DNA being in the society within which the design exists. This holistic view has not been researched in any formal way.

6 Conclusions

Cultural DNA may not be a unitary concept: any mechanism that transfers culture from one generation to the next. However, it appears to have many facets. In this paper we have identified seven facets of where the cultural DNA might reside:

- in the design;
- in the observer/user of the design;
- in the design process that produced the design;
- in the designer;
- in the interaction between the user and the design;
- in the effect the design has on the individuals and the society in which they sit; and
- in the interaction amongst all of the above
These and potentially other facets indicate that cultural DNA in design is a rich concept that plays a role in the way in which individuals, groups within a society and societies interact with their artefacts and with each other.

Cultural DNA remains a relatively under-researched area, as a consequence there are numerous research questions to be raised and answered to develop an understanding of it and its role. The results of such research will lead not only to an understanding of cultural DNA in design but will generate the foundations for the development of tools to support cultural DNA in design and to provide society with more formal means to transfer knowledge between its members. In doing so it raises counter-balancing issues: formalization of acquired knowledge facilitates its transfer that increase cultural coherence while at the same time increases the likelihood of it limiting the acquisition of other knowledge that is in opposition to the initial formalization of that knowledge. This is a form of “dynamic conservatism” which is the way that established institutions normally respond in the face of change in order to stay the same (Schon, 1973). For cultural DNA to remain a useful concept it must embody means for its adaptation to changing social values.
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